
New Product

LOKITHOR

Are you tired of all the cheap rubbish on the market? 
This is a quality unit with a quality list of features.  

You won't be disappointed! 

JUMP STARTER, FLASHLIGHT
AND POWER BANK

HIGH PERFOMANCE DRIVEN

12
VOLT AMP PETROL DIESEL STARTS

3000 9.0 7.0 60



Jump Starter Peak Amps 3000A Max.

Internal Battery 88.8 Watt-Hour Lithium

 Power Bank 
100Wh

24,000mAh

Bulb Type LED

Engine Rating  9.0L Petrol / 7.0L Diesel

Battery Capacity 24,000mah/h

Nominal Voltage 12V

Product Dimensions (mm
L/W/H)

240.32 x 106.5 x 60

LO-J402 Technical specifications

The Force of Thunder in Hand

SAFETY AND INTELLIGNT

ADAPT TO EXTREMELY ENVIRO NMENT

100W TWO-WAY FAST CHARGING

This LOKITHOR J402 lithium battery jump starter is
capable of detecting the voltage of the car battery in
real-time and sounding an alarm for abnormal
conditions. The top rated jump starter is built with the
latest battery management system and is equipped
with various safety features, including short-circuit
protection, over-current protection, reverse connection
protection, over-heat protection, over-time protection,
spark-proof technology, and clip-falling-off protection.

This LOKITHOR J402 lithium battery jump starter is a
high-performance jump starter that is equipped with
an advanced smart BMS (Battery Management
System) that can adapt to extreme environments,
ensuring reliable and efficient performance even in
the toughest conditions. Its mistake-proof design
includes essential safety features such as reverse
polarity and spark-proof technology.

The LOKITHOR J402 multi purpose jump starter
battery is a high-performance jump starter that
features a powerful 100W two-way fast charging
system, enabling a full charge in just 54 minutes. With
its 5-minute charge feature, the J402 jump starter can
provide a quick jump-start, making it a reliable and
efficient solution for emergency situations. 

For over 30 years Zylux has been bringing you new
and innovative products of high quality and great
value. The Lokithor range is no exception and we
are proud to introduce you to our very latest
product offering. Contact us today about becoming
a  stockist: 

Zylux Distribution Pty. Ltd. 
166 Christmas Street, Fairfield, VIC, 3078, Australia.
Phone: (03) 9482 2203  Email: info@zylux.com.au  
Web: https://ozcharge.au


